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Inclusion of the sample-tip interaction term in the theory of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
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The scattering process in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS) can occur in distinct ways, depending on
the number of interaction events and their respective time sequences. These events are fundamentally described
by the interaction of the radiation field with the plasmonic nano-structure that generates local enhancement or
with the scattering medium itself. The interactions are historically denominated as T, in reference to field-tip
interaction, and S, referencing field-sample interaction. The TERS intensity was analytically derived for the ST
and TST terms in Phys. Rev. X 4, 031054 (2014). Here we provide further development on the TERS theory by
presenting a comprehensive description of the physical picture and the mathematical steps for the obtention of
analytical expressions that account for the TERS intensity related to the TS term for one- and two-dimensional
samples. Finally, we performed a tip-approach TERS experiment in graphene with considerably higher accuracy
than what has been reported in the literature and, with the inclusion of the TS term, the phonon coherence length
of graphene, as measured by TERS, is revised to ≈ 40 nm.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The intensity in tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (TERS)
experiments relies on the interaction between a plasmonic
nanostructure and the scattering medium (sample) [1–8].
During the measurement, these two entities are kept at a
relative distance short enough to allow radiation-matter in-
teractions in the near-field regime [9]. In the most common
case, the plasmonic nanostructure consists of a sharp metal
tip coupled to a scanning probe microscopy (SPM) feed-
back system that controls the tip-sample distance [8,10–12].
Greater local enhancement is achieved if the tip supports
local surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) at the wavelength
specified by the excitation or scattered field [13–15]. This is
the case of the recently developed plasmon-tunable tip pyra-
mids (PTTPs), which have demonstrated great performance
in terms of field enhancement with excellent reproducibility
rate [16,17].

The scattering process in TERS can occur in distinct ways,
depending on the number of interaction events and their
respective time sequences [18,19]. These events are funda-
mentally described by the interaction of the radiation field
with the plasmonic nanostructure or the scattering medium.
The interactions are historically denominated as T, in refer-
ence to field-tip interaction, and S, referencing field-sample
interaction [18]. The simpler cases are illustrated in Figs. 1(a)
and 1(b). In Fig. 1(a), the incident field with frequency ω0

interacts with the tip and the secondary field generated by the
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tip (also with frequency ω0) reaches the sample. Afterwards,
the Raman-scattered field with frequency ωs goes directly to
the detector. This sequence is denominated ST, which reads
tip sample. Notice that an operator notation is used and, as
such, the time sequence reads backwards [18]. Figure 1(b) il-
lustrates the opposite sequence: the incident field first reaches
the sample and the Raman-scattered field interacts with the
tip. In this case, the field that reaches the detector is the
secondary scattered component, generated by the tip, with
frequency ωs. This sequence is denominated TS, which reads
sample tip. The next higher-order sequence is the tip-sample-
tip sequence, represented as TST and illustrated in Fig. 1(c). In
TST, the incident field reaches the tip and the secondary field
with frequency ω0 generated by the tip excites the sample.
The Raman process takes place and the scattered field with
frequency ωs interacts with the tip. Finally, the tip generates
another secondary field with frequency ωs that propagates
towards the detector.

Each interaction with the tip provides a local enhancement
of the radiation field. The level of enhancement depends on
the plasmonic properties of the tip and is quantified by the
field-enhancement factor fe. Since the local field interacts
once with the nanoplasmonic structure (tip) in the ST and TS
cases and twice in the TST case, the intensity of the Raman
scattered field measured at the detector accounts for two terms
proportional to f 2

e , derived from ST and TS sequences, and
for one term proportional to f 4

e , derived by the TST sequence
[20,21]. As fe increases, the TST sequence becomes more
dominant, unless destructive interference effects take place, as
discussed below. Higher-order terms may also occur, but the
lower associated probability reduces their importance [18].
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FIG. 1. Scattering processes in TERS. (a) Tip sample (ST). The
incident field with frequency ω0 interacts with the tip and the sec-
ondary field generated by the tip (also with frequency ω0) reaches
the sample. Afterwards, the Raman-scattered field with frequency ωs

goes directly to the detector. (b) Sample tip (TS). The incident field
first reaches the sample and the Raman-scattered field interacts with
the tip. In this case, the field that reaches the detector is the secondary
scattered component with frequency ωs generated by the tip. (c) Tip
sample tip (TST). The incident field reaches the tip and the secondary
field with frequency ω0 generated by the tip excites the sample. The
Raman process takes place and the Raman field with frequency ωs

interacts with the tip. Finally, the tip generates another secondary
field with frequency ωs which propagates towards the detector.

Another aspect to be taken into account in the description
of the TERS intensity is the degree of coherence of the ra-
diation field in the near-field regime. Given that the minimal
coherence length of the optical field is not limited to λ/2 in the
near-field regime [22], as it is in the far field [23], scattering
components derived from different regions of the sample’s
surface can interfere at the plasmonic nanostructure in TERS
[19,20,24–26]. Interference is especially important for the TS
and TST terms, in which the Raman field emitted by the
sample interacts with the tip before propagating to the detector
[19,20]. Due to the symmetry of the polarizability-derivative
tensor and consequently to the polarization geometry of the
Raman-scattered field, the interference is constructive for
fields generated by totally symmetric vibrational modes and
destructive otherwise [27]. This difference has allowed the
determination of the phonon coherence length in graphene
[26,28] and GaAs [29].

Detailed analytical calculations of the TST and ST terms
were presented in Ref. [19] and applied in Ref. [26] for the
interpretation of TERS measurements of graphene. Later on,
the TS term was included in the analysis of TERS data mea-
sured in graphene nanoflakes [20] and GaAs [29]. However,
the analytical calculations for the TS term have never been
reported. The aim of this paper is to provide a further devel-
opment on the TERS theory by presenting a comprehensive
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FIG. 2. Geometrical parameters in our TERS model. The sample
lies on the xy plane and the tip (gold colored) is aligned with the
z direction. The field generated by the tip is described by the field
of a point dipole aligned with the z direction and positioned at r′ =
(0, 0, z). rtip is the radius of the tip’s apex and the spatial coordinate at
the sample plane is described by r = (x, y, 0). The detector is located
at r0. ztip is the distance between the apex of the tip and the minimal
separation z0 between the tip and the sample plane, as defined by the
AFM sensitive feedback system.

description of the physical picture and the mathematical steps
for deriving analytical expressions that account for the TERS
intensity related to the TS term in one- and two-dimensional
(1D and 2D, respectively) samples. This work fulfills a gap
of information in the literature, complementing the analysis
of TERS intensity presented in a series of Physical Review
papers dedicated to the subject [19,20,24–27,30].

II. CALCULATION OF THE TS INTERACTION IN 2D
SYSTEMS

The general picture of the TERS intensity was already
presented in Ref. [19] and will be briefly summarized here
for minimal self-consistency. The physical system is schemat-
ically illustrated in Fig. 2. It is composed by the sample lying
on the xy plane and by the tip whose shaft is aligned along
the z direction. The field generated by the tip is described
as the field of a point-dipole aligned with the z direction and
positioned at r′ = (0, 0, z). In this case, the zz component is
the only non-null term of the tip’s polarizability tensor and
is given by α||(ω) = 2πr3

tip fe(ω), with ω being the angular
frequency of the radiation field under consideration and rtip

the radius of the tip’s apex, as illustrated in Fig. 2. The spatial
coordinate at the sample plane is described by r = (x, y, 0).

The intensity of the TERS field with frequency ωs mea-
sured at the detector located at r0 is evaluated by considering
the ensemble average of the scattered field on the form [19]

S(r0, ωs ) = ω4
s

ε2
0c4

∫∫
D

〈αγ ∗(r1; ωs, ω0)αγ (r2; ωs, ω0)〉

× [G(r0, r1)E(r1, ω0)]∗G(r0, r2)

× E(r2, ω0)d3r1d3r2, (1)
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where ε0 and c are the free-space permittivity and speed of
light, respectively, G is the dyadic Green’s function tensor,
E(ω0) is the excitation vector field with frequency ω0, and
the term between brackets accounts for the spatial correlation
between the Raman tensor component αγ related to a vibra-
tional mode γ with frequency ωs, evaluated at the positions
r1 and r2 at the sample plane. This correlation function is
assumed to have a Gaussian profile whose width is considered
to be the coherence length Lc of the phonon mode γ under
consideration. The integrals run over the sample domain D.
In the limit D � z, a more explicit form of Eq. (1) can be
written as

S(r0, ωs ) = ω4
s

ε2
0c4

∑
l,m,n

∑
i, j

∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx2 dy2Gln(r0, x2, y2; ωs)

× α
γ

n j (x2, y2; ωs, ω0)Ej (x2, y2; ω0)

×
∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx1 dy1

[
e−[(x1−x2 )2+(y1−y2 )2]/L2

c

π L2
c

]

× G∗
lm(r0, x1, y1; ωs) α

γ ∗
mi (x1, y1; ωs, ω0)

× E∗
i (x1, y1; ω0), (2)

where l ∈ {x, y, z} and m, n; i, j ∈ {x, y}. Performing the steps
explained in Ref. [19], the fourfold integral in Eq. (2) can
be replaced by the following twofold integral in the spatial
frequency domain

S(r0, ωs ) = 4π2 ω4
s

ε2
0c4

∑
l,m,n

∑
i, j

α
γ ∗
mi α

γ

n j

∫∫ +∞

−∞

× dkx dkyF̂ ∗
lmi(kx, ky)F̂ln j (kx, ky)e−(kx

2+ky
2 )L2

c /4,

(3)

with F̂ln j (kx, ky) defined as the Fourier transform of the prod-
uct Gln(r0, x2, y2)Ej (x2, y2; ω0) on the form

F̂ln j (kx, ky) = 1

4π2

∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx2 dy2Gln(r0, x2, y2)

× Ej (x2, y2; ω0)e−i(kxx2+kyy2 ). (4)

Similarly, F̂lmi(kx, ky) is defined as the Fourier transform of
the product Glm(r0, x1, y1)Ei(x1, y1; ω0).

TS processes start with the incident field interacting with
the sample. The Raman-scattered field then interacts with the
tip at r′ = (0, 0, z), prior to become the propagating field that
reaches the detector at r0. In this case, the Glnα

γ
n j E j product

assumes the form [19]

Gln(r0, x, y; ωs ) α
γ
n j (x, y; ωs, ω0) Ej (x, y, ω0)

= ω2
s

ε0c2
Go

lz(r0, z; ωs ) α‖(ωs)Go
zn(z, x, y; ωs )

× α
γ
n j (x, y; ωs, ω0) Ej (x, y, ω0) (5)

and Eq. (4) becomes

F̂ln j (kx, ky) = 1

4π2

ω2
s

ε0c2
Go

lz(r0, z; ωs )α‖(ωs)

×
∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx2 dy2 Go

zn(z, x2, y2; ωs)

× E0 j (x2, y2; ω0)e−i(kxx2+kyy2 ). (6)

Considering only the near-field term of the dyadic Green’s
function, the Go

zn(z, x, y; ωs ) component is

Go
zn(z, x, y; ωs ) = c2

4πω2
s

3zn

(x2 + y2 + z2)5/2
. (7)

Substitution of (7) in (6) gives

F̂ln j (kx, ky) = 3

16π3

z

ε0
Go

lz(r0, z; ωs )α‖(ωs)

×
∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx2 dy2

n(
x2

2 + y2
2 + z2

)5/2

× E0 j (x2, y2, ω0)e−i(kxx2+kyy2 ). (8)

Because in TS the incident field interacts with the sample first,
it is important to determine the polarization of the incident
field. Here we consider a radially polarized beam, which has
a strong component along the z direction at the focal plane.
This out-of-plane component is important to maximize the
interaction of the incident field with the tip in the ST and TST
processes [19,27,30,31]. For an objective lens with NA = 1.4,
the amplitude of the in-plane component of the radially polar-
ized incident field is approximately three times smaller than
the out-of-plane component at the focal plane [9]. Therefore,
by considering the amplitude of the out-of-plane component
as E0 (to be consistent with the notation used in Ref. [19]),
the incident field assumes the approximate form in the focal
xy plane

E(ω0) = E0(ω0)√
3

⎡
⎣cos(φ)

sin(φ)√
3

⎤
⎦, (9)

where φ is the polarization angle on the xy plane, mea-
sured from the x axis. From Eq. (9), we have E0 j (x, y; ω0) =
E0(ω0) j/[

√
3(x2 + y2)1/2]. Substitution in Eq. (8) leads to

F̂ln j (kx, ky) =
√

3z

16π3ε0
Go

lz(r0, z; ωs )α‖(ωs)E0(ω0)

×
∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx2 dy2

n j e−i(kxx2+kyy2 )(
x2

2 +y2
2+z2

)5/2(
x2

2 +y2
2

)1/2 .

(10)

Substitution of the Fourier component (10) in Eq. (3)
(similarly for F̂lmi) allows the analytical evaluation of the
contribution of the TS term to the TERS intensity. As an
example, we perform this calculation for the two main Raman
features of graphene, namely the first-order bond-stretching
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G band, at ≈ 1580 cm−1, and the two-phonon G′ band (also
called 2D band in the literature), at ≈ 2700 cm−1. While the
G band is a twofold degenerated zone-center phonon with
E2g symmetry, the G′ band belongs majorally to a totally
symmetric transversal optical phonon branch near the corner
of the first Brillouin zone (K or K ′ point) [27,32]. The Raman
tensors for these optical phonons are [33]

α
↔G(E2g1) = αE2g

[
1 0
0 −1

]
, α

↔G(E2g2) = αE2g

[
0 1
1 0

]
,

α
↔G′

(A1) = α A1

[
1 0
0 1

]
, (11)

where E2g1 and E2g2 are the two modes that compose the
double-degenerated G band. The out-of-plane components are
omitted in (11), because they are null for the E2g modes and
negligible for the A1 mode [30].

For the Raman modes listed in Eq. (11), we have n, j ∈
{x, y} in Eq. (10). This integral has a complicated analytical
form. Following the same procedure as in Ref. [19], developed
for the ST and TST sequences, we approximate the integrand
of Eq. (10) of a linear combination of Gaussian peaks on the
form

n j

(x2 + y2 + z2)5/2(x2 + y2)1/2

≈ n j

z6
[a0e−b0(x2+y2 )/z2 + c0e−d0(x2+y2 )/z2 + e0e− f0 (x2+y2 )/z2

+ g0e−h0(x2+y2 )/z2 + p0e−q0(x2+y2 )/z2
], (12)

where {a0, b0, c0, d0, e0, f0, g0, h0, p0, q0} are numerical pa-
rameters to be determined. A least-square fit of the original
function with (12) revealed a0 = 13.57, b0 = 110.81, c0 =
4.1, d0 = 16.61, e0 = 1.99, f0 = 4.08, g0 = 0.48, h0 = 1.30,
p0 = 0.02, and q0 = 0.33. Next, we take the Fourier trans-
form of Eq. (12) as

ĥn j (kx, ky; z) =
∫∫ +∞

−∞
dx dy (n j) e−i(kxx+kyy)

× [a0e−b0(x2+y2 )/z2 + c0e−d0(x2+y2 )/z2

+ e0e− f0 (x2+y2 )/z2 + g0e−h0(x2+y2 )/z2

+ p0e−q0(x2+y2 )/z2
]. (13)

This integral can be readily solved analytically. Next, Eq. (10)
is rewritten in terms of the Fourier component ĥn j (kx, ky; z)
evaluated in (13) and assumes the form

F̂ln j (kx, ky) =
√

3

16π3

E0(ω0)

ε0z5
Go

lz(r0, z; ωs )α‖(ωs)ĥn j (kx, ky; z).

(14)
Analogously,

F̂ ∗
lmi(kx, ky) =

√
3

16π3

E∗
0 (ω0)

ε0z5

× Go∗
lz (r0, z; ωs)α∗

‖ (ωs)ĥ∗
mi(kx, ky; z). (15)

Substitution of Eqs. (14) and (15) in Eq. (3) yields

STS(r0) = 3ω4
s

64π4ε4
0c4z10

∑
l

∣∣α‖(ωs)G◦
lz(r0, z; ωs )E0(ω0)

∣∣2

×
[ ∑

m,n

∑
i, j

α̃
γ ∗
mi (ωs)α̃γ

n j (ωs)
∫∫ +∞

−∞

× dkxdkyĥ∗
mi(kx, ky; z)ĥn j (kx, ky; z)e−

(
k2

x +k2
y

)
L2

c /4

]
.

(16)

Defining the function

	mi,n j (z; Lc) =
∫∫ +∞

−∞
dkxdkyĥ∗

mi(kx, ky; z)

× ĥn j (kx, ky; z)e−(k2
x +k2

y )L2
c /4, (17)

Eq. (16) can be written in the compact form

STS(r0) = 3ω4
s

64π4ε4
0c4z10

∑
l

∣∣α‖(ωs)G◦
lz(r0, z; ωs )E0(ω0)

∣∣2

×
∑
m,n

∑
i, j

α̃
γ ∗
mi (ωs, ω0)α̃γ

n j (ωs, ω0)	mi,n j (z; Lc).

(18)

In the following, we insert in Eq. (18) the values of the com-
ponents of the Raman polarizability tensor associated with the
phonon mode γ , α̃

γ ∗
mi and α̃

γ

n j , as given in Eq. (11). We also
notice that α‖(ωs) = 2πε0r3

tip fe(ωs) [9], recalling that fe is the
field enhancement factor and rtip is the radius of the apex of
the near-field probe (see Fig. 2). With these considerations,
for the G′ mode, the signal is finally given as

STS
G′ (r0) = 3ω4

s r6
tip f̃ 2

e (ω)

8π2ε2
0c4z10

∑
l

∣∣G◦
lz(r0, z; ωs )

× α̃A1 (ωs, ω0)E0(ω0)
∣∣2

× [	xx,xx(z; Lc) + 	xx,yy(z; Lc)], (19)

with f̃e = Re[ fe]. For the G mode, the sum of the signals of
the E2g1 and E2g2 components leads to

STS
G (r0) = 3ω4

s r6
tip f̃ 2

e (ω)

8π2ε2
0c4z10

∑
l

∣∣G◦
lz(r0, z; ωs)

× α̃E2g (ωs, ω0)E0(ω0)
∣∣2

× [	xx,xx(z; Lc) − 	xx,yy(z; Lc) + 2	xy,yx(z; Lc)].
(20)

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the plot of the TS signal (red
curve) for the A1 and E2g modes, respectively, as a func-
tion of ztip, the distance between the apex of the tip and
the minimal separation z0 between the tip and the sample
plane, as defined by the feedback system. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, ztip = z − (rtip + z0), noting that z is the vertical po-
sition, measured from the sample plane, of the point dipole
considered as the source of the secondary field generated by
the plasmonic structure. For this specific example, we chose
rtip = 15 nm, Lc = 50 nm, fe = 6, and z0 = 5 nm. Blue and
black curves represent the TST and ST signals, respectively, as
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FIG. 3. (a), (b) Plots of the TS signal (red curve) for the A1 and
E2g modes, respectively, as a function of ztip = z − (rtip + z0) (as il-
lustrated in Fig. 2). For this specific example, we chose rtip = 15 nm,
Lc = 50 nm, fe = 6, and z0 = 5 nm. Blue and black curves represent
the TST and ST signals, respectively, as a function of ztip, based
on the results derived in Ref. [19]. For the A1 mode, panel (a), the
z dependence of the TST mode is steeper than for the ST and TS
events which, in turn, have approximately the same importance at
ztip = 0. As shown in panel (b), the TERS signal for the E2g mode
at z0 is completely dominated by the ST term, because the Raman
field undergoes destructive interference at the tip in the TST and TS
processes [19,20,26]. (c) Plot of the TS signal (red curve) for the A1

mode in a one-dimensional system as a function of ztip, according to
Eq. (29). The plots for the TST and ST signals are shown (blue and
black curves, respectively), as evaluated in Ref. [19]. As for the A1

mode in two-dimensional systems, the TST component is steeper and
dominates at the minimal tip-sample distance, ztip = 0. The visual
comparison of panels (a) and (c) clearly shows that the z dependence
is steeper for the TERS signal in 1D systems than in 2D systems, as
discussed in Ref. [25]. (d) Plot of the normalized sum of the TST,
TS, and ST signals (solid lines) as a function of ztip for the A1 mode
in 1D and 2D systems (black and red solid curves, respectively) and
also for the E2g mode in 2D systems (blue solid curve). The dashed
lines are the same plots, but considering only the TST and ST signals,
as in Ref. [19].

a function of ztip. The TST and ST signals were calculated in
Ref. [19] and are reproduced here for comparison. As shown
in Fig. 3(a), for the A1 mode, which gives rise to the G′ band
in graphene, the z dependence of the TST sequence is steeper
than the ST and TS, being considerably stronger at ztip = 0.
This is expected, since both incident and scattered fields are
enhanced by the tip in the TST process. The ST and TS
signals have approximately the same importance at ztip = 0,
as expected by symmetry. As shown in Fig. 3(b), the situation
is drastically different for the E2g mode, which gives rise to the
G band in graphene. In this case, the TERS signal at ztip = 0 is
completely dominated by the ST term, since the Raman field

undergoes destructive interference at the tip in the TST and
TS processes, as discussed in detail in Refs. [19,20,26].

III. CALCULATION OF THE TS INTERACTION IN
1D SYSTEMS

Optical absorption in 1D systems is highly anisotropic,
being strong for light polarized along their elongation and
practically null for light polarized along the transversal direc-
tion. By taking into account this depolarization effect for an
object aligned along the x direction, Eq. (3) can be adapted to
the 1D case, assuming the form [19]

S(r0, ωs ) = 2π
ω4

s

ε2
0c4

∑
l

α̃γ ∗
xx α̃γ

xx

∫ +∞

−∞

× dkxF̂ ∗
lx(kx )F̂lx(kx )e−(k2

x L2
c )/4. (21)

For the TS term, the reverse Fourier transform of F̂lx(kx ) is
given by

F̂lx(kx ) = 1

2π

ω2
s

ε0c2
α‖(ωs)G◦

lz(r0, z; ωs )
∫ +∞

−∞

× dx G◦
zx(x, z; ωs)E0x(x, y; ω0)e−ikxx. (22)

Considering only the near-field term, the dyadic Green’s func-
tion G◦

zx(x, z; ωs) assumes the approximate form

G◦
zx(x, z; ωs) = c2

4πω2
s

3zx

(
√

x2 + z2)5
. (23)

Also, from Eq. (9), the x component of the incident field can
be written in terms of the amplitude E0 as E0x = E0/

√
3. With

these considerations, Eq. (22) becomes

F̂lx(kx ) =
√

3z

8π2ε0
α‖(ωs)G◦

lz(r0, z; ωs )E0(ω0)

×
∫ +∞

−∞
dx

x e−ikxx

(
√

x2 + z2)5
. (24)

By taking y = 0 and n = j = x, the approximation (12) ap-
plies to (24), which turns into

F̂lx(kx ) =
√

3

8π2ε0z5
α‖(ωs)G◦

lz(r0, z; ωs )E0(ω0)

×
∫ +∞

−∞
dx x2e−ikxx[a0e−b0x2/z2 + c0e−d0x2/z2

+ e0e− f0x2/z2 + g0e−h0x2/z2 + p0e−q0x2/z2
]. (25)

To shorten the notation, we define the functions f̂x(kx; z) and
ϕxx(z; Lc), respectively, as

f̂x(kx; z) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dx[a0e−b0x2/z2 + c0e−d0x2/z2

+ e0e− f0x2/z2 + g0e−h0x2/z2 + p0e−q0x2/z2
]x2e−ikxx

(26)

and

ϕxx(z; Lc) =
∫ +∞

−∞
dkx f̂x(kx; z) f̂ ∗

x (kx; z)e−(k2
x L2

c )/4. (27)
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Next, Eqs. (25), (26), and (27) can be used to rewrite the TS
signal (21) as

STS(r0) = 3ω4
s r6

tip f̃ 2
e (ω)

8πε2
0c4z10

∑
l

α̃γ ∗
xx (ωs, ω0)α̃γ

xx(ωs, ω0)
∣∣

× G◦
lz(r0, z; ωs )E0(ω0)

∣∣2
ϕxx(z; Lc), (28)

where we have considered α‖(ω) = 2πε0r3
tip fe(ω).

A good example of a Raman mode derived from a 1D
nanosystem is the disorder-induced D band (≈1350 cm−1)
measured from a graphene edge [34]. The D band derives
from the same totally symmetric phonon as the G′ band [32].
For this mode, we simply have α̃

γ ∗
xx α̃

γ
xx = |α̃A1 (ωs, ω0)|2 and

the signal (28) assumes the form

STS(r0) = 3ω4
s r6

tip f̃ 2
e (ω)

8πε2
0c4z10

∑
l

∣∣G◦
lz(r0, z; ωs )α̃A1

× (ωs, ω0)E0(z, ω0)
∣∣2

ϕxx(z; Lc). (29)

Figure 3(c) shows the plot of the TS signal (red curve) for
the A1 mode in a one-dimensional system as a function of ztip,
according to Eq. (29). As for the two-dimensional case, we
chose rtip = 15 nm, Lc = 50 nm, fe = 6, and z0 = 5 nm. The
same plots for the TST and ST signals are shown (blue and
black curves, respectively). The z dependences of the TST and
ST signals were evaluated in Ref. [19]. As for the A1 mode in
two-dimensional systems, the TST component is steeper and
dominates at the minimal tip-sample distance z0. The visual
comparison between Figs. 3(a) and 3(c) clearly shows that the
z dependence is steeper for the TERS signal from 1D systems
than from 2D systems, as discussed in Ref. [25].

IV. APPLYING THE THEORY TO EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Figure 3(d) summarizes the results of Secs. II and III by
showing the plot of the normalized sum of the TST, TS, and
ST signals (solid lines) as a function of ztip for the A1 mode in
1D and 2D systems (black and red solid curves, respectively),
and also for the E2g mode in 2D systems (blue solid curve).
As for the panels 3(a)–3(c), we have considered rtip = 15 nm,
Lc = 50 nm, fe = 6, and z0 = 5 nm. The dashed lines are
the same plots, but considering only the TST and ST signals,
as in Ref. [19]. The comparison shows that, in general, the
inclusion of the TS term turns the z dependence slightly less
steeper.

To test the validity of the theory, we have performed the
tip-approach TERS experiment in graphene, with a consider-
ably higher degree of accuracy than what has been reported
in the literature [26], and the results are presented in Fig. 4.
The tip-enhanced Raman setup is based on an inverted optical
microscope equipped with an x, y-scan stage. The sample is
a mechanically exfoliated graphene deposited on the top of a
200-μm-thick cover glass serving as a dielectric transparent
substrate. A high numerical aperture objective (1.4 NA) is
used to focus a radially polarized laser beam with 632.8 nm
of wavelength on the sample plane. The plasmonic probe is a
plasmon-tunable tip pyramid (PTTP) [16,17] positioned at the
center of the focus area. This PTTP has a nanopyramid with

lateral length of 470 nm, matching the resonance condition
for the second LSPR monopole mode with the laser energy
(1.96 eV) [16]. The PTTP is attached to a quartz tuning fork
and kept at a distance of ≈ 5 nm from the sample’s surface by
means of a shear-force feedback system. The scattered light
is collected in backscattering geometry (through the same
objective lens), filtered by a notch filter which suppresses the
Rayleigh component of the scattered light. The Raman signal
is then dispersed in a spectrograph and recorded by a cooled
charge-coupled device (CCD). The tip-enhanced Raman im-
age is obtained from hyperspectral analysis. More details on
the setup can be found in Ref. [12].

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show two components of a hyper-
spectral TERS map of a graphene edge, where the color
scales render the G′ and D intensities, respectively. While
the G′ band spreads over the whole graphene area, the D
band is confined at the edge, which therefore behaves as a
one-dimensional scatter [34]. Figure 4(c) shows a scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) image of the PTTP used in the
experiment. The yellow circle with diameter of 30 nm pro-
vides visual reference for rtip ≈ 15 nm. Figure 4(d) shows
TERS spectra recorded at the edge of the graphene flake, at the
position indicated by the light-blue circle in Fig. 4(b), with the
tip positioned at ztip = 0 (black spectrum) and ztip = 30 nm
(red spectrum). All bands are enhanced as the tip approaches
the sample plane but, due to its 1D character, the D band
enhances considerably more. Besides, because the G band
undergoes destructive interference and the G′ band undergoes
constructive interference in the TS and TST processes, the G
band enhances less than the G′. The normalized TERS inten-
sities are plotted in Fig. 4(d), as functions of ztip. The graphic
clearly shows the distinct behaviors of the D, G, and G′ bands.
The solid curves are theoretical curves fitted to the data, where
the regression converged to rtip = 15 nm (fixed, as revealed
by SEM), Lc = 40 nm, fe = 4, and z0 = 5 nm (fixed, from
previous information on the feedback system). The graphics
show that the theory agrees well with the experimental results.

It is important to notice that the value of Lc extracted from
the experiment presented in Fig. 4 (40 nm) is considerably
(33%) larger than measured before (≈ 30 nm in Ref. [26]).
Apart from the higher quality of the experimental data pre-
sented here (larger field enhancement; more data points), this
difference confirms the relevance of the TS on the calculation
of the TERS intensity.

V. LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL

The analysis presented here considers two premises: (i) the
sample does not support plasmon modes for excitation fields
in the visible range; (ii) the sample is sitting on a dielectric
substrate. Both aspects apply to a wide class of 2D materials
(including graphene, hBN, and MOS2) deposited on SiO2

substrates, broadly used in atomic force microscopy TERS
measured under ambient conditions. However, if the sample
is sitting on a metallic substrate, as it should be the case
in scanning tunneling microscopy TERS, the so-called gap
mode [35–39] takes place and additional considerations must
be taken into account, as addressed experimentally and by
numerical simulations in Ref. [30]. First, the strong coupling
of the radiation field with the metallic substrate affects both
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200 nm

(c)

(d) (e)

ztip = 0 
ztip = 30 nm

100 nm

(a) (b)

ztip

FIG. 4. TERS experiment in graphene. (a), (b) Hyperspectral TERS maps of a graphene edge, where the color scale renders the G′ and D
intensities, respectively. Each spectrum was recorded with 0.6 s of integration time and 120 μW of laser power, as measured at the backaperture
of the objective lens. While the G′ band spreads over the graphene area, the D band is confined at the edge, which therefore behaves as a
one-dimensional scatterer [34]. (c) SEM image of the plasmon-tunable pyramid tip (PTTP) used in the experiment. The yellow circle indicates
rtip ≈ 15 nm. (d) TERS spectra recorded at the edge of the graphene flake, at the position indicated by the light-blue circle in panel (b), with
the tip positioned at ztip = 0 (black spectrum) and ztip = 30 nm (red spectrum). (e) Normalized TERS intensities as a function of ztip. Blue
bullets, red down triangles, and black squares are experimental data for the G, G′, and D bands, respectively. The solid lines (blue for G, red
for G′, and black for D) are the theoretical curves that fit better to the experimental data, with the parameters rtip = 15 nm (fixed, as revealed
by SEM), Lc = 40 nm, fe = 4, and z0 = 5 nm (fixed, as previously known for the feedback system).

far-field and near-field distributions. In the far field, the in-
plane polarized field is slightly narrower and the out-of-plane
polarized field is moderately enhanced. In the near field, the
out-of-plane components of the field are drastically changed,
becoming 70% more intense and 26% narrower. For the in
plane, an overall slight sharpening of field distribution is
observed.

Because the presence of a metallic substrate changes some
characteristics of the radiation field that characterizes the
Raman interaction between sample and tip, the point dipole
model [Fig. 2, Eq. (1) and related discussion] may not be a
suitable description for the source of the overall excitation
field in gap mode TERS. However, it does not invalidate
the analysis presented here, especially considering that the
changes are almost irrelevant for the in-plane component of
the field, as shown in Ref. [30], which is the one responsible
for the excitation of most vibrational modes in 2D systems.
Nevertheless, a particularly important aspect related to sym-
metry should be considered in the analysis of gap mode TERS.
The presence of the metallic substrate adds an extra symmetry
element in the TERS process, which is a horizontal mirror at
the sample plane. The symmetry of the system is then raised
from C∞v in the nongap mode to D∞h in the gap mode and,

consequently, the TS scattering sequence becomes forbidden
for both the G and 2D bands in gap mode [27,30].

VI. FINAL CONSIDERATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES

The importance of tip-enhanced Raman spectroscopy as
an analytical tool for nanoscience and nanotechnology has
grown fast over the past decades [40,41], becoming a practical
instrument of research capable of delivering unprecedented
scientific findings such as the direct optical observation of
vibrational modes in single molecules [36,38] and the Moiré
pattern in twisted bilayer graphene [42]. Parallel to the ex-
perimental advances, the theory of TERS has been modeled
throughout the years, revealing a breakthrough in the funda-
mental interpretation of Raman scattering: due to the close
proximity of the tip with the sample’s surface (near-field
regime), interference effects play an important role on the
TERS intensity. As a consequence, the coherence length of
optical phonons can be extracted from TERS data, considering
the dependence of the TERS intensity with the tip-sample
separation distance. These theoretical findings were reported
in a series of Physical Review papers published over the past
decade [19,20,24–27,30].
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The current work fills in a gap of information in the litera-
ture, which is the calculation of the TERS intensity derived
from the sample-tip (TS) sequence. As for the TST term,
due to the symmetry of the Raman tensors, and consequently
to the polarization of the Raman-scattered field, the interfer-
ence is constructive for fields generated by totally symmetric
vibrational modes and destructive otherwise. We have used
graphene as a prototype for testing the theory. The results
confirm that (i) due to its 1D character, the D band enhances
considerably more than the G and G′ bands and (ii) because
the G band (E2g symmetry) undergoes destructive interference
and the G′ band (A1 symmetry) undergoes constructive inter-
ference in the TS and TST processes, the G band enhances
less than the G′. These finds are summarized in Fig. 4. With
the more complete picture, the value obtained for the phonon
coherence length in graphene is revised to ≈ 40 nm. New

advances and refinement of the theory may be reached by
considering the following aspects/subjects: (i) intermediate-
field and far-field terms of the dyadic Green’s function; (ii)
out-of-plane modes in 2D systems; (iii) zero-dimensional
(pointlike) samples; (iv) interference effects in nonlinear
regimes; (v) effects of tip-substrate interaction in gap mode
TERS.
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